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Introduction

In Jerusalem’s Old City, religious sites 
and excavation projects have become 
increasingly significant scenes for political 
confrontation, as Israelis and Palestinians 
contest historical narratives, legal authority 
and territorial rights. Although much 
academic attention has been given to the 
politicization of Jerusalem’s heritage1, less 
interest has been directed at the role and 
impact of the international community, 
particularly in the shape of work of the 
United Nations Educational, Scientific 
and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) in 
safeguarding Jerusalem’s unique cultural 
legacy. This article, seeks to address this 
empirical lacuna, examining how UNESCO 
interventions have been affected by the 
ongoing Israeli-Palestinian conflict and how 
it has dealt with competing attempts to use 
heritage to legitimate national discourses 
and justify hegemonic control? How has 
UNESCO attempted to protect some of 
Judaism, Christianity and Islam’s most 
sacred and controversial sites? 

The article comprises three sections. 
The first examines the historic context and 
dynamic role of UNESCO, as guardians 
of cultural heritage, in Jerusalem’s divided 
and contested city. The second examines 
UNESCO’s scope and specific involvement 
in Jerusalem’s Old City through the lens of 
its recently proposed ‘Action Plan’ (2008) 
and its mediation work concerning the 
reconstruction of the Mughrabi Gate Ascent. 
Finally, the third section considers future 
challenges and possibilities for UNESCO 
projects within Jerusalem, as well as the 
wider implications for the World Heritage 
program.
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Historical Overview: Unesco in Jerusalem

Since its inception in 1945, UNESCO has played a central role in encouraging the 
protection and preservation of cultural and natural heritage from around the world 
considered to be of ‘outstanding universal value’.2 UNESCO’s ‘Hague Convention 
for the Protection of Cultural Property in the event of Armed Conflict’ (1954) and 
‘World Heritage Convention’3 (1972) provide the legal framework and basis for 
international cooperation and coordination on the protection of heritage sites, while 
empowering the World Heritage Committee (WHC) with the role of implementing 
its overarching objectives. Initial involvement by UNESCO in Jerusalem’s Old City, 
dates back to 1967 4 amidst growing Arab concern over the Israeli demolition of the 
Mughrabi quarter and the commencement of large scale excavations or ‘mythological 
digs’5 in the Jewish quarter and the southern edge of the Haram al-Sharif. The fifteenth 
session of the UNESCO General Conference (1968) issued a strong condemnation of 
Israeli archaeological excavations in the Old City, along with any attempt to alter its 
‘features or its cultural and historical character, particularly with regard to Christian 
and Islamic religious sites’.6 The significance of this censure was not only that it 
affirmed Jerusalem’s status as ‘an occupied city’, but it also acted as a reminder of 
the illegality of archaeological excavations in the Occupied Territories. 7 This public 
warning was followed up by a controversial reprimand in 1974, in which UNESCO 
suspended all forms of assistance to Israel due to its ‘persistent non-compliance’ and 
blatant disregard towards preserving ‘the historical features of the City of Jerusalem’.8 
These ‘Israel Resolutions’ provoked strong Western reaction, with criticism aimed at 
UNESCO’s politicisation9 and heavy handed application of the ‘Hague Convention’, 
which lacks binding enforceability and indeed the status of customary international 
law. This failed attempt to assert pressure on Israel’s heritage policy in Jerusalem, 
instead rather exposed UNESCO’s legal frailties and vulnerable dependence on 
member states financial support and goodwill.10 

A further important milestone in UNESCO’s involvement took place in 1981 when 
Jerusalem’s Old City and walls were officially added to the UNESCO World Heritage 
List (WHL). It was listed as an example of ‘a masterpiece of human creative genius’, 
which bear ‘a unique or at least exceptional testimony to a cultural tradition or a 
civilization which is living or which has disappeared’.11 Although this was a positive 
attempt to bring the Old City under the remit of UNESCO’s conservation guidelines 
and legal framework, Israel refused to endorse the WHC12, instead protesting Jordan’s 
(an external state) entitlement to nominate the Old City to the WHL, given that it was 
not the responsible power. This dispute further politicised the whole process and led to 
the growing alienation between UNESCO and its main funder, the United States. 

Despite Israel’s subsequent acceptance of the World Heritage Convention in 1999, 
commentators remain sceptical of its willingness to submit to international guidelines 
and regulatory authorities which conflict with their national agenda.13 For some 
researchers14, the fundamental issue is less to do with Israel’s failure to comply with 
UNESCO’s legal provisions, but rather the inherent weakness of international law 
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which offers oversight and guidance but lacks any substantive means of enforcement. 
Simone Ricca identifies three main phases in UNESCO’s engagement with 

Jerusalem since 1967. The first phase, 1967-71, saw a breakdown in relations 
between UNESCO and the Israeli government after the Israeli refusal to cooperate 
with UNESCO on the management of the heritage of the city. The second phase, 
1971-90, involved rapprochement, with a new Special Representative, Professor 
Raymond Lemaire re-building relations with the Israeli government but possibly to 
the extent that the UNESCO mission to safeguard the Old City of Jerusalem was 
compromised. In the third phase, 1990-1999, the views of the Special Representative 
was circumvented as the UNESCO Executive Board tried to play a more active 
role in protecting the cultural heritage of the city. It is possible to delineate a fourth 
phase, since the start of the second Intifada, in which UNESCO is attempting to 
involve all the parties in the resolution of disputes but is nevertheless determined to 
maintain good relations with the Israeli state.15 This was most recently demonstrated 
with the signing of a ‘Memorandum of Understanding on Cooperation between 
UNESCO and Israel’ recognising and acknowledging existing partnerships and 
heritage commitments.16 To Israelis this is a proper recognition of their role in the 
city; from the Palestinian perspective, UNESCO has been co-opted into the political 
normalisation process and thereby is legitimizing the Israeli occupation of the city. 
Amidst these conflicting and competing discourses and positions, it is valuable to 
analyse UNESCO’s engagement with Jerusalem through the lenses of its two most 
recent heritage initiatives. One a visionary wide-ranging ‘Action Plan’ to safeguard 
the Old City of Jerusalem’s cultural heritage17; the other a desperate bid to mediate and 
create consensus over the restoration of the Mughrabi Gate Ascent.

Practical Interventions

1. Action Plan

The two phase ‘Action Plan’ began in January 2005 with a consultation of a 
Committee of Experts 18 and the compilation of a conservation database and an Old 
City inventory. The recently emerging proposals19 include nineteen conservation 
projects, involving Churches (St John the Baptist) Yeshivas (Etz Hayim), Islamic 
schools (Madrasa al-Kilaniyya) and Souks (Suq al-Qattanin); rehabilitation manuals 
for residential housing; training of local crafts; micro-financing schemes and cultural 
activities (Fig.1). While such plans outline desperately needed interventions, it remains 
to be seen whether these projects will receive adequate support from the Israeli 
municipal authorities or the Waqf Administration, or indeed the financial backing from 
the international community. The current status of the Action Plan is that of abeyance, 
largely due to recent political conditions on the ground and in the region. Although 
phase one (Inventory and Priority map, Project Profiles and the Rehabilitation 
Manual) has been completed, and Italian funding (February 2008) has supported the 
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commencement of an ‘Apprenticeship Programme’ aimed at training local craftsmen 
and a ‘World Heritage Education Programme’ targeting Jerusalem students; still no 
restoration projects have officially begun. The 32nd Session of the WHC in Quebec 
City, July 2008 reported the first project sponsorship of the restoration of the Church 
of St. John the Baptist by the A.G. Leventis Foundation from Cyprus, yet they also 
highlighted the need for ‘a fund raising campaign to generate financial support for 
carrying out the identified projects.’ (WHC-08/32.COM/3B, 18/II). 

Beyond, the concerns raised over the ‘Action Plan’s’ future implementation, 
are more serious dilemmas and criticisms levelled against UNESCO’s vague and 
unsubstantial objectives. Indeed, in certain places, the ‘Action Plan’ remains a 
programme without reference to the political context, outlining, for example the need 
to rejuvenate spaces such as the Muslim Burj al-LuqLuq neighbourhood but ignoring 
recent Israeli settler appropriations and plans for a synagogue in the same area.20 
Likewise, although the issue of rehabilitating residential housing is meticulously 
addressed in a hundred and fifty-three page manual detailing ‘pathologies of 
structures, roofing, facades, joinery, ironworks, installations’21 ; the sensitive aspect of 
legal ownership, building permission, and political control is not taken into account. 
The rehabilitation of the Suq al- Qattanin, ‘The Cotton Merchant Market’ (Project 
13: 118-125) highlights a crucial conservation intervention, but fails to adequately 
deal with the practical challenges of security blocks, closure of the Haram al-Sharif 
entrance, and the restrictive laws governing commercial licenses (Fig.2). Perhaps most 
significantly the ‘Action Plan’ chooses feasibility over exigency, offering pragmatic 
schemes but few solutions or even attempts to address controversial ongoing heritage 
issues, such as the construction at the Mughrabi Gate ascent, the excavations and 
tunnels at the Ohel Yitzhak synagogue, off al-Wad Street22, Israeli Settler expansion 
in the Muslim and other quarters23, access to the Temple Mount/Haram al-Sharif, and 
the contentious archaeological digs just outside the city walls in Silwan. In choosing 
to sideline these underlying sources of confrontation, the ‘Action Plan’ delineates a 
programme of civic revitalization and cultural renewal in the Old City, which fails 
to confront the structural impediments to such activities. Thus the Plan makes little 
reference to the city’s social division, security presence (checkpoints and closures), 
economic regulations and the impact of the Separation Wall. WHC officials argue that 
these strictly political issues are not within its remit to solve and expectations that it 
should do so are ill-grounded. In the words of UNESCO Director General Koichiro 
Matsuura, UNESCO ‘doesn’t want to deal with political issues – we are duty-bound to 
preserve the authenticity of Jerusalem.’24 

Questions however are also being raised, as to whether the Plan can quantifiably 
impact the daily life and urban and social environment of the city’s inhabitants. 
Problems such as overcrowding, limited electricity provision, inadequate water 
supplies and sewage networks have not been comprehensively addressed by municipal 
authorities or NGO agencies. Instead, as a 2005 report for the Canadian ‘Jerusalem 
Old City Initiative’ indicates, dampness, dirty water and leaks continue to blight the 
health of local residents (particularly those living in the densely populated Muslim 
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Map of Suad’s journey with workers. Source: Suad Amiry.

Fig. 1: A map of Jerusalem’s Old City showing major sacred sites and the pilot projects of the UNESCO 
action plan. Source: Conflict in Cities
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quarter) and threaten the structural integrity of many older buildings and walls.25 
Beyond the preservation of monuments and religious sites, heritage conservation must 
be linked to urban revitalization, with the improvement of social amenities such as 
housing, sanitation and water supply. 

It should be noted however, that the Action Plan was initiated at a time in the 
post-1967 period when the most detailed discussion over the future of the city was 
taking place, with pressures on the Israeli government to withdraw from significant 
parts of the city and with similar pressures on the Palestinian Authority to make 
concessions over sovereignty and security over the Holy sites. Despite its obvious 
shortcomings, the Action Plan offers important contributions in two key areas. First 
it has assembled an invaluable database and archival repository upon which all future 
conservation work can be based. Drawing on comparative UNESCO conservation 
experience, in ancient cities such as Fez (1989), Aleppo (1992) and Mostar (2004), 
the Jerusalem ‘Action Plan’ synthesizes local knowledge and international expertise to 
create a unified heritage database based on a digital inventory and mapping of historic 
buildings, monuments, sites and spaces. Secondly, through discussion, dialogue and 
engagement with the main parties and leading stakeholders in the Old City, the Action 
Plan has positioned UNESCO and the WHC to be able to take more effective action at 
a more politically propitious occasion.26 

2. The Mughrabi Gate Ascent

While it may be too early to judge the success of UNESCO’s ‘Action Plan’, the recent 
dispute over the construction of a new ascent to the Mughrabi Gate, illustrates well 
both the opportunities and limitations of the organisation’s role in Jerusalem’s Old 
City. Israel’s renovation of the Mughrabi pathway in February 2007 provoked much 
local opposition and international concern. Claiming remedial action was urgently 
required to restore a collapsed pathway 27 to the Mughrabi gate; one of the main access 
points to the Haram al-Sharif, Israel began a detailed archaeological exploration, with 
plans to build a larger ramp structure (Fig.3).28 These moves were met with fierce 
criticism in both the Arab world29 and most notably from inside Israel. Eighteen 
of Israel’s most prominent archaeologists wrote a critical letter to the Antiquities 
Authority (IAA) condemning the illegality and lack of transparency of the scheme30. 
However, it is noteworthy for this study that the most significant external intervention 
was led by UNESCO. In the 30th session of the World Heritage Committee, UNESCO 
not only reiterated its objections and concerns over the plans for reconstruction31, but 
also in February 2007, commissioned a technical team to assess and report on the 
work. The subsequent report32, while acknowledging the professionalism of the IAA, 
nonetheless called on Israel to cease the excavations and to approve a modest plan for 
the restoration of the pathway after consultation with the relevant stakeholders (the 
Waqf Administration and the Jordanian government). UNESCO further recommended 
that excavations should only resume after the plan was finalised and under the 
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Fig. 2: The Suq al-Qattanin, ‘The Cotton Merchant Market’ looking towards the entrance to the Haram al-
Sharif. Source: Conflict in Cities
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supervision of international experts co-ordinated by UNESCO. Beyond these 
responses, UNESCO has developed a two track approach to handling this controversy. 
Firstly, they have initiated a ‘Reinforced Monitoring Mechanism’ which establishes 
periodic (bi-monthly) updated reports by the WHC on the endangered site.33 Secondly, 
they have encouraged consultation events or ‘Professional encounters’ to facilitate 
engagement, ‘at the technical level between Israeli, Jordanian and Waqf experts to 
discuss the detailed proposals for the proposed final design of the Mughrabi ascent, 
prior to any final decision.’34 Two encounters took place on 13th January and the 24th 
February 2008, in an attempt to achieve a consensual solution, in line with WHC 
recommendations. It remains difficult to gauge the success of such events, given 
Israeli’s continuation of excavations at the site up until early May, and indeed their 
ongoing determination to unilaterally process the planning scheme through their own 
municipal authorities. The original plan, despite 14 public objections was approved by 
the Jerusalem District Planning and Construction Commission, on August 2008, albeit 
subject to a few amendments. A further appeal to the National Council for Planning 
and Construction is still pending, although there is growing pressure from the Israeli 
security forces, to complete the project and strengthen the main access route to the 
Haram al-Sharif compound.35

For Palestinians the inability of UNESCO, despite the close attention paid to 
Israeli actions through the reinforced monitoring mechanism, to materially affect 
the excavations and the proposals for the design of the ramp illustrate the weakness 
and limitations of UNESCO in Jerusalem and its cooptation by Israel. However this 
controversy suggests at least three conflicting observations on UNESCO’s role in 
the Old City. Firstly, it underlines the importance and potential of UNESCO’s role 
as an international and independent mediator in issues of heritage preservation. This 
position is all the more crucial given the increasing polarisation of both Israeli and 
Palestinian heritage authorities. Each accuse the other of radical agendas whether 
it be through the influence and collusion of settler groups, such as those linked to 
Western Wall Heritage Foundation or the rise of Sheikh Ra’ad Salah of Israel’s 
Northern Wing Islamic Movement, and his mobilisation of public protests and 
involvement in Waqf excavations.36 Secondly, it demonstrates that despite UNESCO’s 
attempts to cooperate with the responsible power, Israel, the inherent weaknesses of 
UNESCO’s involvement in Old City is its limited powers of enforcement. The World 
Heritage List may provide an international platform for ‘naming and shaming’ states 
who have failed to fulfil their responsibilities, yet it does not provide the necessary 
legal provisions or penal measures to compel compliance or prevent the deliberate 
destruction of cultural heritage.37 UNESCO therefore exists as a form of international 
oversight, an agency which can provide assistance, but one that is limited by the 
fact that ‘world heritage’ remains subject to the power of the State and subservient 
to nationalist discourses and cultural agendas. Thirdly, these events, again illustrate 
the divided nature of Jerusalem and the continuing struggle for power, which places 
UNESCO in untenable position, undermining its objectives of safeguarding the 
cultural heritage of the city. Perhaps these failings could be addressed by a stronger 
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and permanent UNESCO presence in Jerusalem which could promote a more 
proactive co-ordinated strategy rather than the current reactive approach to preserving 
sites. The perception by the Israeli government that such a presence would undermine 
its claims to the city make this unlikely at this stage. 

UNESCO therefore must chart a difficult course between being bypassed or 
assimilated by Israeli authorities keen to bolster a predominantly Jewish historical 
tradition; and being rejected or manipulated by Palestinian groups, who seek to redress 
the power imbalances in the city, with the protection of heritage becoming another 
form and means of political resistance. Within this context, without a broad agreement 
between the parties over a comprehensive approach and strategy in dealing with 
Jerusalem’s cultural heritage, UNESCO’s approach will remain fragmented, reactive 
and unbalanced.

Conclusions and Future Challenges

In evaluating UNESCO’s role as global guardians of cultural heritage in perhaps 
the world’s most religiously sensitive historic city, Jerusalem, it is crucial to firstly 
recognize that it operates in a situation of unresolved conflict, not post-war conflict. 

Fig. 3: Entry to the Haram al-Sharif through the Mughrabi Gate with timber ramp and Israeli archaeological 
excavation in the foreground. Source: Conflict in Cities
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Jerusalem remains both an occupied and a contested city claimed by two national 
groups, and subject to dynamic regional trends and global strategic interests. Heritage 
has becoming an increasing important weapon in the ongoing battle for Jerusalem; for 
Israelis it is a means of consolidating power and hegemonic control, for Palestinians 
it has become a rallying call for resistance and state-building. UNESCO is caught 
between two highly politicized agendas, and is therefore struggling to forge for 
itself an independent mediating role or indeed convince either side of the ‘World 
Heritage’ vision of ‘unity in diversity’ and ‘the promotion of mutual understanding and 
solidarity among peoples.’38 

The ‘Action Plan’ may yet prove to be a significant marker in UNESCO’s journey 
towards a comprehensive and proactive strategy for dealing with Jerusalem’s cultural 
heritage needs. Yet currently it remains paralyzed by internal heritage battles; sidelined 
due to shifting political priorities; and undermined through its limited international 
support.39 The controversy surrounding the Mughrabi Gate Ascent, similarly highlights 
UNESCO’s potential as an independent mediator and global guardian of threatened 
‘world heritage’, while at the same time exemplifying its continuing impotence when 
it comes to on the ground enforcement and compliance. 

Despite the development of an international framework for the preservation of 
world heritage (The World Heritage Convention) and emergence of a comprehensive 
body of legal principles40, UNESCO remains, in Jerusalem, largely dependent on the 
goodwill of Israel and its ally the US, with regards to observance and operational 
authority. There simply remains no effectual means of enforcing regulations or 
implementing strategic policy without the co-operation of the Israeli government, 
which is unlikely to endorse any actions which it perceives as undermining the 
Jewishness of the city or its political claims to it. This inherent weakness cannot be 
remedied by organizational reform or strategic reappraisal, but strikes at the very 
heart of the concept and workings of ‘World Heritage’. UNESCO’s universal vision 
based on a meta-heritage narrative and centered around shared cultural resources and 
common stewardship is difficult to reconcile with the obvious realities and structural 
limitations of territorial sovereignty, property rights and nationalist agendas. As 
historian, David Lowenthal, suggests perhaps ‘too much is asked of heritage. In the 
same breath, we commend national patrimony, regional and ethnic legacies and a 
global heritage shared and sheltered in common. We forget that these aims are usually 
incompatible.’41 This ambiguity and tension leads some commentators to question 
whether the World Heritage List is any more than a ‘beauty contest’ for competing 
nations42 or a commercial showcase for ‘theme-parking’ history and the past.43

In the contexts of ‘Contested States and Cities’, UNESCO’s effectiveness is all too 
often contingent upon political resolution and international consensus. In Jerusalem 
it remains to be seen whether UNESCO can help facilitate the stalled peace process, 
with a prominent role being given to the organisation in various formulas for bridging 
the divide between the two parties whether it be the “Holy Basin” or “Special Regime” 
variant.44 Or, will it simply become entangled and compromised in the multifarious 
politics of heritage. 
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